Easter, Ramadan, Passover and other celebrations:

Message to stay at home for the long weekend and holiday period

To keep our loved ones safe, we need our communities to stay home and spend this time with their immediate households only.

We encourage community members to connect with extended family and friends by phone, webcam or social media instead. By doing this we will help stop the spread of COVID-19, together.

Please support this initiative by sharing the following messages on your social media pages, websites and promoting through your networks:

From NSW Health
https://www.facebook.com/NewSouthWalesHealth/videos/240776263640178

Culturally and Linguistically Diverse messages
English cross-cultural videos:
COVID-19: Easter message - CALD community Leaders compile (English compile)

Community-specific videos:
COVID-19: Easter message - Arabic
COVID-19: Easter message - Greek
COVID-19: Easter message - Italian
COVID-19: Easter message - Korean
COVID-19: Easter message - Chinese
COVID-19: Easter message - Vietnamese

English and all languages:
COVID-19: Easter message - CALD community leaders compile (English + Languages)

From NSW Police
Below is a link to a video with subtitling in multiple languages from the NSW Police to the public on social distancing, travel, and other messages on how to stay safe during the festive seasons of Christians, Jews, and Muslims - Easter, Ramadan, Passover.